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21 January 2020

CIRCULAR
To whom it may concern

Dear shareholder
As advised by the (proposed) listing sponsors, Cryptique either has to:
1. Start operations soon to confirm a positive cash flow, or, alternatively,
2. Increase its supporting documentation, specifically including detailed business plans for its
various divisions to illustrate its business in depth.
To this end Cryptique has:
3. Crafted a modular wellness product that includes a number of benefits in a single package, with
its proposed medical utility coin providing liquidity support.
Cryptique expects to do the first pilot project early in February 2020.
4. Drafted business plans for the following units:
4.1

The digital currency (W F Smith);

4.2

Megaton (G Stromsoe);

4.3

EnviroLiq (G Stromsoe);

4.4

Stellar Diamonds (W F Smith, B P Smith);

4.5

Afri-Can Guitars (W F Smith, J D Wells);

4.6

Afri-Clinics (W F Smith, J D Wells); and

4.7

Capmed (M P Bester).

5. Integrated all this information (supported by the required agreements and other legal
documentation) in draft 7 of the prospectus.
This procedure, although standard and totally within the ability of the Cryptique board, is time
consuming.

Directors: D Case, B P Smith, WF Smith, A Stromsoe, J D Wells

This extends the listing timeline.
It also emphasizes the fact that such listing is a multilateral and multi-party action. Time and
thoroughness in drafting and execution continuously have to be balanced.
In the meantime all related activities such as acquisitions, funding and marketing are going forward as
planned.
Although several individual meetings will be held in the next few weeks, a full report back gathering is
only envisaged when the documents referred to above are ready – hopefully early in February.
Regards
Wilhelm Smith

